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Analyzing Price Movement

Richard Demille Wyckoff
Part 4

Whether you’re an investor or trader, you need to know how
to intelligently evaluate price action. In this fourth of a fivepart series about Richard D. Wyckoff, we look at how he
evaluated price action using charts.

Be the hitchhiker

by Stella Osoba, CMT

he core skill of a technical analyst is the ability to
read charts to make intelligent trading decisions. As
with any skill, the more you practice, the better you
will get at it. For the lay person new to chart reading,
the admonition bears repeating that chart reading is
not the holy grail. It just increases your chances to
better than even. Wyckoff said that he had stood at the ticker
and observed as some of the great traders of his day, such as
James R. Keene, John W. Gates, and Jesse L. Livermore, traded.
The one thing they had in common was that they used their
judgment. These men practiced constantly and continuously
over a long series of years and were thus able to trade successfully more often than not. As Wyckoff said, all you need
for success is to be a “little more expert in discernment than

The goal of chart reading is to watch and detect the intentions
of major institutions, large operators, well-informed insiders,
bankers, and other major interests. As Wyckoff said, imagine
yourself—the small trader—as a hitchhiker. Someone else supplies the car, the gas, the oil, the driver. When the hitchhiker
observes that the car is traveling in his direction, he hops on
for the ride. As long as the car travels in his direction he stays
on, but as the car begins to slow or change direction, the hitchhiker hops off. All the hitchhiker has supplied are the brains
to spot the opportunity and the guts to hop on for the ride.
Someone else has supplied everything else—the driver, the
car, the oil, and the gas. In this same way and with a similar
intention, the small trader studies the charts, looking for the
opportunity to hop on or off.
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others.” So it is worth bearing in mind Wyckoff’s caution as
you read what follows, and also bear in mind that there are
no rigid rules to chart reading. Study Wyckoff’s method, but
then make it your own.
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CLASSIC METHODS

Keep it simple

To judge price action, you only need a few
facts. They are:

Wyckoff used two main types of charts to
analyze markets and stocks. He used bar charts
to time his commitments, and he used point &
figure charts to determine the points or objectives a campaign could be expected to travel.
This article will focus on bar charts.
According to Wyckoff, there are four
principle phases of a typical stock market
campaign:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mark up
STOCKCHARTS.COM

1. Price movement
2. Volume, or intensity of trading
3. Relationship between price movement
and volume
4. Time required for all the movements to
run their respective courses.

Mark down

Distribution

Accumulation

FIGURE 1: BROAD PRICE SWINGS. This chart shows the delineation of broad price swings. In between
the main moves indicating extreme low and high are the intermediate-term swings of between five and
30 or more points.

Range of accumulation

Accumulation
Marking up
Distribution
Marking down

Signal of further
strength to come

Springboard

Accumulation and marking up are bullish,
while distribution and marking down are bear- FIGURE 2: ACCUMULATION. Price is locked in a range of accumulation from March 2012 to December
ish. Sometimes there will be periods when there 2012.
does not appear to be an active interest in the
stock and no campaign is underway. These are times when the
Wyckoff said that “reading charts is like reading music,
stock is neutral and it is best to be out of the position.
in which you endeavor to interpret correctly the composer’s
I will use the bellwether stock FedEx (FDX) to illustrate ideas and the expression of his art. Just so, a chart of the avWyckoff’s approach to chart reading. In Figure 1 you see a erages or a single stock reflects the ideas, hopes, ambitions,
five-year chart of FDX showing broad swings in the stock and purposes of the mass mind operating in the market, or of
price, which can be broadly delineated as marked. In between the manipulator handling a single stock.” With that in mind,
the main moves indicating extreme low and high are the I’ll use Wyckoff’s methods to discern what the chart of FDX
intermediate-term swings of between five and 30 or more might be telling us.
points, which Wyckoff pointed out are the best opportunities for trading. Stock prices are fractal, so the swings in a Accumulation
minute or hourly chart will often mirror the swings in a daily In Figure 2 you see FDX locked in a range of accumulation
or weekly, or even monthly, chart. I will use daily charts for from March 2012 until December 2012. This is something you
want to see because the preparation for an important move in
this article.
As in any other business, you want to buy when prices are the market should take a considerable amount of time.
Figure 3 starts on August 27, 2012, about six months into
low and sell when prices are high. Study a chart with the
benefit of hindsight and nothing could appear easier, but the the range of accumulation. A decline is checked on September
skill of the chart reader is to be able to determine in real time 5, 2016 and the ensuing rally peaks on September 13, 2016.
when prices are relatively low and when they are relatively The entire decline from September 17 to September 21 that
high. From analyzing price movement you need to be able culminates in a low lower than that of the previous low could
be seen as part of a selling climax, or the panicky unloading
to determine:
of stock. An important characteristic of a selling climax is the
abnormal increase in volume. On the September 17, volume
• Comparative strength and weakness
is approximately 2.5 million, while on the next day it almost
• Previous points of support & resistance
triples to over 6.5 million shares. The other high-volume days
• Rate of acceleration or angles of advances & declines
• Shakeouts, terminal thrusts, and oversold & overbought are on September 20 at 4.1 million and September 21 at 5.3
million. After the selling climax is concluded, support comes
conditions.
Copyright © Technical Analysis Inc.
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FIGURE 3: IDENTIFYING WHEN THE SELLING IS OVER. After being in a prolonged trading range,
the stock is showing signs of the beginnings of a possible uptrend.
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FIGURE 4: MARKUP AND REACTION STAGE. From November 16, 2012 to February 8, 2013 you see
an intermediate price swing. Buying on any except the last reaction during the initial marking up stage
would have given you a profitable trade (blue arrows).

in to halt the decline of the stock. For the next eight days, it
trades in a tight range on lighter volume, indicating that poor
supply (stock being held in weak hands) has been exhausted.
So we wait for a technical rally to ensue to confirm this is the
case. On October 18, the stock rises to a new high signaling
further strength to come.
Wyckoff points out that if the bulk of buying during a selling
climax was by the big operators, principally to support the
stock, then after a technical rally occurs, there is likely to be
a secondary reaction as stock is thrown back on the market
at the first favorable opportunity. This happens here and the
secondary reaction takes the stock back down. The low on
November 16 is higher than the low after the selling climax.
This is an important signal indicating that liquidation might
have been completed. Also note that the decline from November
14 to November 16 is on increasingly lighter volume. This is
the starting point to begin your forecast. Price action is telling you that the trend is possibly going to be upward, which
means there could be a reversal. A trade can be initiated in
any of the following ways:
1.	You can take a long trade on any day between September 24 and October 3 when the closing price on each of
these days is between 82 and 84 and the market shows an
unwillingness to move any lower. This is an indication

that the selling pressure has lost its force.
Also, the volume is lower than that on the
decline from September 17 to September
21, indicating the same thing: a decline in
selling pressure.
2.	The stock makes a higher low on November 16 and closes in the upper half of its
range. This is what Wyckoff would call
the springboard move. It provides another
opportunity to enter a long trade. Your stop
would be just below the low of this move,
which Wyckoff called the danger point. He
stressed that it is vitally important to have
stops to protect your position. Getting in
and taking a position when a stock is on
the springboard is, Wyckoff said, the best
of all times to get into a position. It is at this
psychological moment that you can avoid
having your money tied up in an inactive
long trade.
3.	A less-aggressive entry would be on January
2, 2013 when the stock gaps up and closes
above the highs in the range of accumulation. This entry is the riskiest of the three
because the proper stop placement would
be a significant distance from entry. But it
is still a viable entry point.

After breaking out from the prolonged range
of accumulation depicted in Figures 2 & 3, the
stock entered its markup stage. Figure 4 shows
an intermediate swing of about 20 points, which lasted from
November 16, 2012 until February 8, 2013. Buying on any
except the last reaction during the initial marking-up stage
would have given you a profitable trade (see blue arrows).
The whole campaign lasted much longer, from about November 16, 2012 until the high on December 8, 2014. During
this period there were many opportunities to go long during
subsequent intermediate markup stages. There were also
opportunities to reverse and take the short position during
significant reversals.
Here, another word of caution is in order. Remember when
reading a chart that there is nothing a stock must or should do.
This might seem unceasingly obvious, but a stock only goes
in the direction that it is traveling for as long as it continues
to do so. So always be on the lookout for signs of a coming
reaction or reversal. A trader must never get complacent when
in a position.
The high of 105 on February 8 was tested twice before
reacting to a low of 100 on February 27. This was your first
signal to exit your longs. Also note the unusually long bar
on February 25. This is unusual behavior that should not be
ignored. It is not necessary to guess what the stock is likely to
do, because it is telling you what it is going to do. It is likely
that price is meeting supply from those who bought on the
end of the runup to 105 and are looking to get out even. Those
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who bought earlier in the rise may be looking
to get out of a profitable trade. In any event,
there is a change in character of the chart. On
February 27, price closes near the high of its
day range and over the next few days, there is a
quick rise to new highs. The speed of this rise
Range of distribution
is not to be trusted. It could well be a buying
climax. Wyckoff observed that any sudden
“whooping up” after a stock has advanced
in price increases the stock’s vulnerability to
selling pressure. Experienced operators pay
attention and are likely to withdraw for a time,
refusing to continue to buy at these high levels. FIGURE 5: RANGE OF DISTRIBUTION. The price of FedEx Corp. (FDX) reached its high of 181 on
The chart shows that price has failed to hold the December 8, 2014. It stayed in the range of distribution until it broke out of the range to the downside
highs over the next few days. Increasing volume on heavy volume on August 20, 2015.
on the March 19th down day is your last good
11
warning to close out longs.
16
By the time the stock has reached the range
17
of distribution, its lengthy markup has attracted
broad interest in the stock. This is when strong
hands start to dispose of their holdings. The stock
works its way into the hands of buyers who are
eager to own the rising stock. Wyckoff describes
these buyers as “weak hands” because they have
bought near the top of the rise when news about
17
the stock was most bullish, and they will easily
be shaken out of their positions. The symptoms
characteristic of distributions that Wyckoff tells FIGURE 6: PRICES REACH A PEAK AND REVERSE. Price had been in the range of distribution for
us to watch out for are the amplitude of swings about six months. On June 16, 2015 the high volume decline was not a good sign. On the next day,
getting wider and often more erratic. In addition, volume doubled as price dropped further. This was a sign to exit any long positions in the stock.
remember that important distribution always
has to follow a long, sustained increase in price.
jumping into it, and
In Figure 5 you see that FDX reached its high of 181 on
2. A habit of optimistic stubbornness that causes them to
December 8, 2014. It stayed in the range of distribution until
become wedded to their commitments instead of coldit broke out of the range to the downside on heavy volume
bloodedly disposing of them when they no longer act
on August 20, 2015.
right.
Figure 6 shows price action from May 11, 2015 to September 18, 2015. By this time, price had been in the range of
I cannot hope to do justice to Wyckoff’s methods in such a
distribution for about six months. As we can see from Figure
5, the swings within the range had become wild and erratic, brief article. The constraints required will not allow for a more
with price making little to no progress. On June 11 the price comprehensive discussion, which this method requires. For
made a high of 183.99, which it was unable to hold onto. Price instance, point & figure charts were important to Wyckoff in
began to reverse to the downside the next day. On June 16, his analysis of price action but we have not been able to touch
2015 the high-volume decline was not a good sign. On the upon their interpretation here. Also, Wyckoff created what he
next day, volume doubled as price dropped further. The stock called Wave charts, which he used to study the market. It is my
was clearly in trouble. Price action was telling you what it was hope that you will read this article and then out of curiosity
going to do. There were ample opportunities to get out of any and interest, research Wyckoff’s own writings for yourself.
As I end this part in the series, it bears repeating here another
long positions before any damage was done.
one of Wyckoff’s admonishments. “As you study these charts,
remember that they are intended only to illustrate some typical
Some final words
Wyckoff pointed to patience and detachment as two important cases. They should not be regarded as covering all possible
qualities for a trader to cultivate. It will help to offset the two conditions nor be used as exact standards of comparison. In
common faults that are the death knell to most people’s trad- brief, do not make the mistake of attempting to classify chart
ing success. As Wyckoff says, they are:
formations according to mechanical rules with the idea that
you may discover automatic buying and selling signals from
1. The failure to wait until a stock acts just right before similar patterns.” Do not substitute anything for the necesCopyright © Technical Analysis Inc.
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sity of “employing judgment and sound, practical
reasoning.”
The fifth and final part of this series will be a
discussion of Richard Wyckoff’s latter years, during
which time he invested in the phonographic industry,
lost control of his Magazine Of Wall Street, and also
published his memoirs.

A chart of the averages or a single
stock reflects the ideas, hopes,
ambitions, and purposes of the
mass mind operating in the market.

Stella Osoba is a freelance writer and trader. She has
earned the Charted Market Technician designation and has
written for several financial websites and publications. She
is a frequent contributor to Technical Analysis of Stocks &
Commodities magazine and Traders.com Advantage online
publication. She may be reached via email at stellaosoba@
gmail.com.
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